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Purpose: It has been widely acknowledged that non-adherence to medication among people with type 2 diabetes is a significant problem worldwide. Studies have suggested that non-adherence to medication may be caused by the complexity of issues surrounding medication use which further created burdens related to medication. However, studies on this topic in the Indonesian context were still limited. This study aimed to understand the experiences of people with type 2 diabetes in medication-taking and explore any practical issues that potentially affect their behavior when taking medication.

Methods: Qualitative phenomenological study with semi-structured interviews was applied. The participants were purposefully recruited and selected from some primary healthcare facilities in Yogyakarta Province. The eligibility criteria included: diagnosed with type 2 diabetes by healthcare professionals for at least six months and were able to comprehend information. Information about the study was explained, and written informed consent was collected. The interviews were recorded, transcribed verbatim, and analyzed with a deductive qualitative content analysis method.

Results: Fifty-one people with type 2 diabetes were involved in this study. Most of the participants were between 40 and 59 years old, and many of them were female and housewives. The thematic analysis found some practical issues that affected people’s behavior in taking type 2 diabetes medication. These included individual’s mealtime, characteristics of the medications, accessibility of healthcare services, experiences of side effects and social activities.

Conclusion: The practical issues identified in this study can be resolved by improving the role of healthcare providers in managing people with diabetes. Future research needs to be conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of interventions developed based on understanding of the practical factors identified.
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Introduction

Indonesia, as the fourth-largest population in the world, has more than 10 million people living with diabetes.1 Most people with diabetes in Indonesia have type 2 diabetes.2 They show poor glycemic control, which may further increase the prevalence of diabetes complications.2 A higher medical cost is needed to treat diabetes-related complications, which may further hinder the Universal Health Coverage (UHC) program in Indonesia.3
Poor glycemic control in people with diabetes is associated with poor adherence to treatment. Numerous determinants of medication adherence have been identified through both qualitative and quantitative studies in a wide variety of country settings. Many systematic reviews focused on factors affecting medication adherence have also been conducted. A review of systematic reviews conducted by Kardas, Lewek, and Matyjaszczyk found 771 determinants of medication adherence classified further into five dimensions, according to the World Health Organization: socio-economic factors, healthcare team and system-related factors, condition-related factors, therapy-related factors, and patient-related factors. Recently, Horne, Cooper, Wileman, Chan categorized factors that influence medication adherence into perceptual and practical factors. Perceptual factors included some internal cognitive variables such as people’s beliefs and perceptions about the disease and treatment, while practical factors included factors from the external environment relating to the individual, treatment, or society which can affect behavior such as characteristics of the medication, accessibility of the medication, and the structure of the healthcare system. A research by Clifford, Barber, Horne showed that people with perceptual factors tend to be intentional non-adherers, while people with practical factors tend to be unintentional non-adherers. Therefore, identifying practical factors influencing medication non-adherence is an important first step to improve medication adherence as unintentional non-adherers are more easily to be changed compared to intentional non-adherers.

Although studies about medication adherence in people with diabetes in the Indonesian context are limited, some studies have explored perception factors that influence people’s behavior in taking diabetes medications, including their perception about the disease and treatment. Many people favored traditional medicines as they believed that the traditional medicines were able to cure the disease. However, practical issues surrounding the use of medications for diabetes in Indonesia have not been explored yet. This research aimed to explore any practical issues that potentially affect medication-taking behaviors of people with diabetes in the Indonesian context. Understanding practical factors that influence adherence to medications in the specific Indonesian context is important to establish intervention focused on the factors identified.

### Methods

#### Study Design

A qualitative study with face-to-face semi-structured interviews was conducted. This study was designed qualitatively as we aimed to get a deeper understanding of the people’s experiences. Within the qualitative design, we applied a phenomenological perspective as we focused on exploring lived experiences of people about a phenomenon. In health research, the phenomena studied might be related to people’s health and illness, health care, or health delivery services that are subjectively understood, practiced or experienced. In this research, the phenomenon studied was people’s experiences related to the use of medications for diabetes.

#### Study Locations and Participant Recruitments

This study was conducted in Yogyakarta Province, Indonesia. Yogyakarta Province is located on Java Island, the most densely populated island inhabited by more than 151 million people or about 56% of the total population of Indonesia. Potential participants were recruited from community health centers (Puskesmas) located in Gunung Kidul Regency, and Yogyakarta City. Under the Universal Health Coverage (UHC) scheme, most people with diabetes received care from community health centers (Puskesmas). Therefore, we expected that the results of this study represent the wider people with diabetes in Indonesia.

The inclusion criteria of participant included: have been diagnosed with type 2 diabetes by health professionals for at least six months and were able to comprehend information. In the Indonesian context, the majority of people with diabetes who sought care and were diagnosed by health care providers received diabetes medications. This may relate to the fact that most people with diabetes in Indonesia sought care from health care providers when they experienced diabetes-related symptoms or had very high blood glucose levels. Potential participants with health education background or work at the health care facilities were excluded. People with higher knowledge of health and medications tended to adhere more to medications. As is the nature of a qualitative study, the potential participants were purposively selected according to the inclusion and exclusion criteria. Potential participants were screened for eligibility from a list of people with
type 2 diabetes registered at the community health centers by the researchers (KKS and FPD). People with diabetes registered in the community health centers involved in this study were scheduled to have regular check-up and refill the medications once a month. Therefore, the potential participants were invited to participate verbally when they came to the community health centers for this regular check-up. The information about the study was explained, and they were asked to sign the consent forms if they agreed to participate.

Data Collection
The data were collected in August – December 2019. The interview guideline consisted of four main questions that may be expanded on participants’ responses to the questions. We designed this study and developed the questions based on the conceptual model of Patients’ Lived Experiences with Medicines (PLEM) developed by Mohammed, Moles, Chen.27 This conceptual model suggested that people’s behaviors in taking the medications might be influenced by medication-related burdens and medication-related beliefs.27 When we designed this study, a framework specifically address the Perceptions and Practicality Approach (PAPA) developed by Home, Cooper, Wileman, Chan17 has not been published yet. Therefore, we used PLEM model27 with the concept of medication-taking burdens and medication-related beliefs to differentiate between practical and perceptual factors that may influence medication-taking practice. Since we focused only on practical barriers, we used the concept of medication-related burdens described by Mohammed, Moles, Chen27 for developing the questions.

The main questions were as follows: 1) Could you please tell me about your experiences of taking medications for diabetes? 2) What are the barriers or difficulties you experience in taking medications? 3) What do you think about the prescribed medications for diabetes? 4) Please tell me about your experiences in accessing the health care providers or health professionals you go to for diabetes treatment. During the introductory part of the interviews, the types of medications received were also asked to ensure that the participants took medications for diabetes.

The individual face-to-face interviews were conducted by the second and third authors (KKS and FPD) in Bahasa Indonesia (Indonesian national language). The interviews took place in the community health center (Puskesmas) after the participants received health care services for diabetes. Each interview lasted for about thirty minutes until one hour.

Data Analysis
The interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed verbatim in the original language (Bahasa Indonesia). Data analysis was conducted with these original transcripts. Translation into English was done by the first and fourth authors (AWW and NNW) with the help of a translator fluent in both Bahasa Indonesia and English when we prepared the manuscript.

Qualitative content analysis with a deductive approach was applied to analyze the data.28 Deductive approach was chosen as we aimed to find the data in the Indonesian context based on the established concept. The analysis process involved three stages: a preparation stage, including understanding the data as a whole; followed by an organization stage, including developing a categorization matrix and coding the data according to the categories; and finally, a reporting phase.28 Open Code 4.03 software29 was used in data analysis.

Two researchers (KKS and FPD) analyzed the transcripts independently. This process was initiated during the data collection period and continued until the researchers could not identify newer codes with the addition of a new respondent (data saturation), and the data collection process was then finalized.30 After all analyses were completed independently, meetings between the coders were made to find similarities and differences and discuss any discrepancies. To increase the trustworthiness of the findings, discussions involving all research team (all authors) were held to finalize the coding process. Agreement on the results of the coding process was reached before the results were interpreted.

Ethics Approval
Ethics approval was sought and granted by the Ethics Committee at the Faculty of Dentistry, Universitas Gadjah Mada, with the number of approval 00178/KKEP/FKPG-UUGM/EC/2019. The study was conducted according to the principles outlined in the Declaration of Helsinki.31 Information for participants was explained, and written informed consent was collected. As an appreciation to participants, souvenirs were provided. Participant consent included publication of anonymized responses. All personal identifiers have been removed so the participants described cannot be identified through details of the story.
Results
Fifty-one people with diabetes participated in this study (Table 1). Most of the participants were between 40 and 59 years old, and many of them were female and housewives. The education levels of participants varied, with some of them, have no formal education. In terms of disease experiences, most participants were first diagnosed at the age of 40–60 years and have had the disease for less than ten years. In terms of medication, forty-eight participants received oral antidiabetics, and three participants received a combination of oral antidiabetics and insulin pens. Most participants were prescribed with 2–3 routine medications, including medication for diabetes and other comorbidities.

The results of this study described some practical issues from the participants’ point of view that influence their behavior in taking medications. We categorized these issues according to the concept of medication-related burdens framework that we used in designing the study: medication-related daily routine, medication characteristics, healthcare and medication, medication adverse events, medication and social burdens. Table 2 presents sample quotes corresponding to these categories.

Medication-Related Daily Routine: Individual Mealtime
Many participants reported that they found it difficult to follow the medications instruction as they had a different mealtime schedule. Instead of altering their mealtime to follow the schedule of medication-taking, they modified their medication-taking to follow their daily habit of eating. They understood that they should take medications routinely, for example, three times a day at mealtime: breakfast, lunch, and dinner. However, many of them said that their mealtime is often not the same every day, or they did not have a specific eating schedule. This had led them to modify their medications they were taking to match their mealtime.

Medication Characteristics
Most participants in this study received oral antidiabetics, and three of them received a combination of oral antidiabetics and insulin pens. Although most participants who received oral antidiabetics did not report any problems in taking their medications, some mentioned that metformin was quite big enough to swallow.

Three participants who were prescribed with insulin pen reported some practical problems related to the use of the pen. These included dependency on other people to inject the insulin, the experience of pain at the injection site, and proper storage of insulin. Participants reported that although they were able to inject insulin, they were not confident enough to do it well. They often asked their family members to do that.
Table 2 Themes and Their Corresponding Sample Quotes Identified in This Study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Themes</th>
<th>Sample Quotes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Individual mealtime                 | “Because I am a [small scale] farmer, so I have to go to the rice field in the morning, I do not have time for breakfast. Therefore, when I am at home, I take the morning medication, but when I have to go to the rice field, I take medication at 10 or 11 AM as I just had my [first] meal at that time” (P9).  
“Usually, I skip the after-lunch dose because I am busy working, so I skip my lunch” (P23). |
| Characteristics of medications     | “Yes, the big one is difficult to swallow; I cannot swallow it with water. Sometimes I use banana to make it easy to swallow. That makes me feel like I do not want to take that medication” (P5).  
“For me, using insulin is not easy, and I need to ask for help. Yes, I can do that by myself, but it should be injected by others in order to hold and insert the pen upright” (P18).  
“Yes, because of the pain, I sometimes skip the dose. I have had insulin for a long time, so that I have injected insulin to every possible site, and because of the injection, the skin becomes thick … and it is hurt injecting insulin to the thick skin, sometimes the needles get bent because of the thickness of injection sites” (P17).  
“The problem is the needles. I received three insulin pens but was only given one needle, so I protested and requested for more needles. Finally, I was given 6 [needles]. For more needles, we have to buy. It is about IDR 3500 [0.24 USD] for one needle. It is also hard to find the needles in pharmacies around here; we have to go to a pharmacy in Piyungan [farther away] to buy this” (P17).  
“Yes, the doctor told me that insulin should be stored at the refrigerator, but I do not have a refrigerator at home” (P17) |
| Accessibility of health care services | “When I do not have time to go to Puskesmas, I went to a [community] pharmacy. In the pharmacy, I checked my blood glucose level, dan bought the medications there, yes, without a doctor’s prescription” (P21).  
“Yes, it is far away to get there [the hospital], and at the hospital, there is always a long queue. I have to leave home at 7 AM, and at the hospital until 4 PM, yes, a very long queue” (P12).  
“It is difficult to come to Puskesmas [a community health centre] regularly, because of my job. I have to work every day and it is difficult to take a sick leave every month” (P50). |
| Experiences of side effect           | “When I took one tablet of glibenclamide, I felt like having no energy, felt like about to faint. I then drank a glass of sweet tea, and it is gone. After that, I only took a half of that tablet, yes, without telling the doctor” (P7).  
“The doctor added another medication, glimepiride 2 mg, and every time I took that medication, I experienced weakness, so I stopped taking that medication” (P42). |
| Medication related social burdens   | “If my neighbors held a traditional ceremony, such as a wedding, I went to help them preparing food, and those will take a whole day. I often forgot to bring my medications with me, so I did not take my medications for a whole day” (P1).  
“Last week, I did not take my medications for 2 days in a row as my family had a traditional ceremony. I was busy organizing that event, so I skipped taking the medication” (P31). |

Therefore, the use of insulin depended on the availability of other family members at home. Participants also experienced skin thickness at insulin injection sites, and this thickness triggered pain when the insulin pen was injected. Because of these, the participants sometimes skipped the insulin dose.

Another impractical problem of using insulin pen was the availability of pen needles. Insulin pens were covered by the Universal Health Coverage (UHC), but the needles of the pen were not included in the scheme. People with diabetes were provided with a very limited number of needles for a single pen. One participant mentioned that she was given only one needle for three insulin pens she received for a month course of medication. They need to pay if they want additional needles. Therefore, most of them reused this limited number of needles over time. This was not recommended; however, for people who could not afford the needle, this was practiced. They also mentioned the lack of availability of insulin needles in pharmacies close to their home.

Problems related to proper storage of the insulin pens also emerged. One participant mentioned that she stored the insulin pens unrefrigerated as she did not have a refrigerator at home. This participant was given three pens of one type of insulin for a month course of medication. Therefore, ideally, the unopened pens were stored in the refrigerator.
Healthcare and Medication: Accessibility of Health Care Services

People with diabetes in Indonesia were commonly provided with diabetes care in community health centers (Puskesmas) located nearest to their home. However, some participants reported problems in accessing the Puskesmas. Many other participants mentioned that the problem was not the access to the health care facilities, but it was their availability to regularly go to Puskesmas for a health check-up. Routine health care services in Puskesmas are available during office hours, weekdays. Many participants reported that they were busy working during weekdays so that they could not regularly attend the healthcare services in Puskesmas. When they were not able to go to Puskesmas, some of them explained further that they always have their medication left, so they continue taking the leftover medications. This indicated that many participants do not take medications as prescribed. Some others mentioned that when they did not come to Puskesmas, they went to a community pharmacy to buy medications (without a prescription).

The other problem of accessibility was mentioned by participants who were referred to secondary level health facilities. Under the UHC management, people with diabetes received regular care from primary health care providers (Puskesmas). However, when people with diabetes need medications that are not available at the primary care facilities, for example, insulin, or need more specialist care, they will be referred to the secondary health care facilities. Most secondary health providers are hospitals that are located in the city center. For some people who live in more rural areas, accessing the hospitals was not easy. Participants who received insulin pens reported the problems related to transportation to the hospitals and long waiting times at the hospitals.

Medication Adverse Events

Some participants experienced adverse effects or any inconvenience after taking medications. Many of them reported having shakiness, excess sweating or heart palpitations after taking medications. After experiencing side effects, some of them stopped using the medications or modified the dosage of the medications by themselves, without reporting it to the doctor.

Medication and Social Burdens

Some participants mentioned that they always had their medications with them when they went out of their house. However, many others reported that they often forgot to take medications when they were busy with social activities, such as family events, social gatherings, or went out of town.

Discussion

This study showed that most participants experienced some practical issues related to medication use. These issues might burden the participants, which further affected their behavior in taking medications.

The issues related to the daily routine of using medications found in this study were related to incorporating the medications use into daily mealtime. Most participants in this study adjusted the medications instruction to match their mealtime. Similar findings were also reported by Frandsen, Kristensen, that people with diabetes in European countries and the USA also found it difficult to follow the advice on diet and lifestyle changes, including eating at a regular time and not missing meals. Having regular meals is recommended for people with diabetes to minimize fluctuation of blood glucose levels as extremely low and high blood glucose levels negatively affect diabetes outcomes. A study also reported that eating one large meal a day increased insulin resistance and glucose intolerance compared to three smaller meals. A larger number of small meals were also recommended for improving diet quality and lowering Body Mass Index. This implies that people with diabetes in Indonesia should be provided with more detailed advice on having regular meals to maximize their diabetes outcomes. Research in Japan has suggested that people with a perception of “living an orderly life” had good adherence to medications.

Characteristics of the medications were also found to hinder the participants in this study from taking the medications regularly. People with diabetes who find it difficult to swallow metformin often stop or skip the dose. Another practical difficulty was related to the use of insulin pens. Treatment complexity and convenience have been widely recognized to affect adherence to medications. It has been suggested that decreasing the frequency of daily doses and using insulin pens instead of insulin vial may improve adherence.

However, in the context of Indonesia, the use of insulin pens may provide further burden related to accessibility and cost. Under the UHC management, the insulin pens were only available at secondary levels of health care, of which are commonly located further away from the people’s homes. The financial burden related to the use of
insulin comes from the cost of the needles, as the needles were not included in the UHC scheme. Limited availability of insulin pen needles has led the people with diabetes in this study to reuse the needles repeatedly. This practice may increase the risk of contamination and pain at the injection site.\textsuperscript{41} Other studies recommended that insulin pen needles may be reused up to five times to minimize the risk of lipohypertrophy.\textsuperscript{42,43} These practical problems related to insulin pens quite burdensome for some people with diabetes, particularly those who live in more rural areas and low socioeconomic status. These may imply that the Indonesian government should increase access to insulin pens and increase the number of needles covered by the UHC scheme, particularly for people with low socioeconomic status.

Another concern about insulin pens is related to their proper storage as one participant did not have a refrigerator to store the unused insulin. The FDA recommended that unopened or opened insulin and may leave unrefrigerated at between 59°F and 86°F (15°C and 30°C) for up to 28 days.\textsuperscript{44} Research has shown that a higher temperature of insulin storage (at 32°C to 37°C) decreased the effect of insulin in reducing blood glucose levels.\textsuperscript{45} Indonesia is a tropical country, and the daily temperature may reach more than 30°C. Health practitioners in Indonesia should provide detailed information related to insulin pens storage. In cases where patients do not have a refrigerator, the health professionals should limit the number of insulin pens for each visit or provide another solution to overcome the problem of insulin storage.

The problem of accessing primary health care services was also reported in this study. The community healthcare services (Puskesmas) only provided services during working days, and this limited the number of people with diabetes who could not have work-leave to go to Puskesmas. In the Indonesian context, as mentioned by many participants in this study, they need to spend a whole day at the primary healthcare facilities because of the long queue. Some of them, then, buy the medications from pharmacies (without a prescription). According to regulations in Indonesia, medications for diabetes are categorized as prescription-only medications. However, in practice, some people with diabetes found it was easy to buy medications from community pharmacies without prescription, as the pharmacies were easily accessed from their homes. Although this practice violated the regulations, leaving people with diabetes without any medications was also problematic. This may imply that the Indonesian government should increase health care services and access to medications, particularly for diabetes, by collaborating with community pharmacies. A recent review assessing pharmacist-led chronic disease intervention showed that community pharmacists were able to improve clinical outcome in a number of chronic diseases, including diabetes.\textsuperscript{46} Collaboration of community pharmacist and primary health care services has also shown to be effective in improving adherence to diabetes management.\textsuperscript{47} In the Indonesian context, the community pharmacists were mainly utilized for medication dispensing,\textsuperscript{48} although the 2016 Standard for Pharmaceutical Care in Community Pharmacy emphasized the need for community pharmacist involvement in managing chronic illness.\textsuperscript{49} Research has also shown that many pharmacists in Indonesia believed that their roles should be extended to include the management of people with chronic illness.\textsuperscript{50}

Another practical issue that may affect medication-taking behavior was related to adverse effect. A large body of literature has shown that experiences of adverse effects have led to discontinuing the medications.\textsuperscript{37–39,51} Social activities may also affect people’s behavior in taking medications. Many participants in this study mentioned that they often skipped taking medications when they were busy with social activities, such as family gathering or other social activities. Many studies have also demonstrated that social life impacted the use of medication.\textsuperscript{27}

The overall findings of this study align with some practical barriers identified by,\textsuperscript{18} including formulation, instruction for use, capability, medication supply and social environment. These practical issues may lead to unintentional non-adherence to diabetes medications.\textsuperscript{19} Most of the practical issues identified can be resolved by improving the role of health care providers in managing people with diabetes. However, the health care services for people with diabetes in primary health care facilities (Puskesmas) in Indonesia were mainly provided by physicians. Consequently, they were often overburdened with a large number of patients, which may lead to limited time spent talking to the patients.\textsuperscript{52} Therefore, initiating collaboration with community pharmacists for managing chronic illnesses is necessary to provide more detailed information and monitor the outcomes of people with diabetes. Medication Therapy Management (MTM) is pharmacist-led professional services that have been implemented for diabetes management worldwide.\textsuperscript{53}
implementation of MTM has shown effective in improving outcomes, and reducing patient out-of-pocket medication cost.

**Limitations**

The interviews were conducted in the community health centers (Puskesmas) after the participants receiving health care services. This method was chosen as in Indonesia, particularly in more rural areas, it is quite challenging to find participants’ homes based on their registered address. However, this method may limit the interview process, as the place may often be inconvenient for face-to-face interviews. The findings of this study were based on the perception of people with diabetes in Yogyakarta Province who attended community health centers. This study involved 51 respondents, and this sample size is acceptable in qualitative research. More than half of participants, however, were female and housewife. This may relate to the finding of this study that the availability of healthcare services in Puskesmas, which was only during office hours and weekdays, became one of the barriers for the people with diabetes to access Puskesmas. Therefore, most people who were able to regularly attend the Puskesmas were female and housewife. This limitation may imply that it is important to be cautious in explaining the results among people with diabetes in Indonesia from diverse socio-demographic characteristics. Practical barriers to medication adherence might differ by regional location, the health care providers the people attend to, and socio-demographic characteristics. Future research needs to be done to explore practical barriers of adherence to diabetes medication among people in different regions, different healthcare providers, and more diverse socio-demographic characteristics of respondents. Despite these limitations, the findings of this study can inform interventions that need to be established to improve people’s adherence to diabetes medications.

**Conclusion**

Adherence to medications of people with type 2 diabetes in Indonesia may be affected by several practical issues, including individual’s mealtime, characteristics of medications, accessibility of health care services, experiences of side effects and social activities. The findings of this study provide some implications for clinical practice in Indonesia. Providing services during weekends or holidays, increasing the availability of insulin pens and needles in the community health centers may improve people’s access to medications. Improving patient-health care provider communications is also essential to evaluate the effectiveness and safety of the medication prescribed and improve people’s knowledge and skills on how to incorporate the medication use into their daily habit. Interprofessional collaboration to manage chronic illness needs to be initiated. Future studies need to be conducted involving a more diverse community in Indonesia. The effectiveness of the interventions established based on the understanding of the practical factors identified also needs to be evaluated.
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